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QUESTION 1

While implementing multicast in wireless environment based on autonomous access points, you want to ensure that
multicast traffic is not dropped during the client roaming. Which functionality on the access point is used to address this
issue? 

A. The access point automatically sends IGMP join requests to all discovered multicast groups and forwards all
mutlicast traffic to the wireless LAN. 

B. The access point uses IGMP snooping functionality, by examining (snooping) IGMP membership report messages
from associated clients, and keeps a local database of associated clients and multicast groups. 

C. The access point uses IGMP proxy functionality to sens IGMP join requests on behalf of the associated clients. 

D. The access point uses IGMP snooping helper to send a general query to the wireless LAN, which prompts the client
to send an IGMP membership report. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Which statement about how wireless access points use Cisco Discovery Protocol and PoE related to power negotiation
is true? 

A. Without Cisco Discovery Protocol, if a powered device is connected but the class is 0 (default) or cannot be identified,
the switch must reserve the minimum per-port PoE for the powered device. 

B. When a Cisco access point powers on, LLDP sends a message that tells the switch how much power the AP actually
needs. The switch CPU adjusts the power allocation for the port and adjusts the power budget. 

C. Cisco PoE switches using Cisco Discovery Protocol can recognize Cisco powered devices such as IP phones and
wireless access points. The actual power requirement can be advertised by the powered device, and the unused class
power is returned to the switch power budget. 

D. To use Cisco Discovery Protocol for powered device discovery, enable it on the switch and on the PoE ports. (Cisco
Discovery Protocol is not enabled by default.) 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Which AireOS release is the first to support New Mobility on the Cisco 2504 WLC? 

A. 8.0x 

B. 8.1x 

C. 7.6x 

D. 7.4 
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Correct Answer: C 

http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/wireless/compatibility/matrix/compatibility-matrix.html
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/support/docs/wireless/2500-series-wireless- controllers/113034-2500-deploy-
guide-00.html 

 

QUESTION 4

You have recently configured an mDNS service gateway on your company controller. Wireless clients connected to the
corporate SSID "ssid_dot1X" are put in VLAN 10, and they can discover an AppleTV connected over wireless to SSID
"ssid_bonjour", which is mapped to VLAN 20. However, they cannot discover a wired printer connected in VLAN 30.
Which two reasons for this issue are most likely? (Choose two.) 

A. MLD snooping is not enabled on the switch. 

B. The printer is using a custom service string that is not configured in the mapped mDNS profile. 

C. VLAN 30 is not part of the allowed VLAN list on the link between the WLC and the switch. 

D. IGMP snooping is not enabled for VLAN 30 on the switch. 

E. Multicast forwarding is not enabled on the switch. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 5

You want to set up Prime infrastructure to be notified when a device configuration has changed. Which option is
available in prime infrastructure 2.2 ? 

A. Set up prime infrastructure to send an email containing the device configuration change(s} on regularly scheduled. 

B. Set up prime Infrastructure to send an email containing the change audit report immediately after the configuration
change is detected 

C. Set up prime infrastructure to send an email containing the change audit report on a regular scheduled basis 

D. Set up prime infrastructure to send an email containing the configuration change(s) immediately after the
configuration change is detected. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

While using Cisco Prime Infrastructure, you notice an application process issue on the high availability server. Which
action checks if all processes are running correctly? 

A. Check the events on Cisco Prime Infrastructure Web UI. 

B. Run the show running-configuration through the admin console. 
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C. Run the ncs status command through the admin console. 

D. Run a health report from the Reports tab. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

Refer to exhibit. The dynamic interfaces shown above are bound to an interface group for a specific WLAN profile in the
Cisco Wireless LAN Controller. You notice duplicated multicast streams on the wireless medium for the given WLAN 

profile. 

Which statement is correct? 

A. The controller always uses Layer 3 multicast group ID for all Layer 3 multicast traffic sent to the access point. Internet
Group Management Protocol snooping should be disabled to avoid duplicate streams. 

B. The controller creates different multicast group IDs for each multicast address and VLAN, and as a result, the
upstream router sends one copy for each VLAN. Enable Multicast VLAN to avoid duplicate streams. 

C. Global multicast mode and Internet Group Management Protocol snooping have not been enabled. To avoid
duplicate streams, enable both. 

D. Global multicast mode, global IPv6 config, and multicast listener discovery snooping have not been enabled. Enable
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these to avoid duplicate streams. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 8

Which statement about 802.11h is true? 

A. DFS feature works irrespective of whether the channel setting on WLC is set to auto or manual. 

B. 802.llh is not a mandatory standard under FCC regulations. 

C. The FCC does not require 802.llh to be supported in the 5 GHz band. 

D. When the radio detects a radar, it can use the channel for only 20 minutes at a time. 

Correct Answer: A 

From: EEE 802 .llh-2003-Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IEEE_802.11h-2003 The
standard provides Dynamic Frequency Selection (DFS) and Transmit Power Control (TPC) to the 802.11a PHY. It has
been integrated into the full IEEE 802.11-2007 standard. FCC Regulations Update Cisco
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/products/collateral/wireless/aironet-1300-
series/prod_white_paper0900aecd801c4a88.html 

https://supportforums.cisco.com/document/52376/tpc-and-dfs-overview 

 

QUESTION 9

Which three devices historical locations can be tracked by the Cisco Location Appliance? (Choose three.) 

A. Remote sources of ISM interference 

B. Rogue access points 

C. 802.11-based RFID Asset tags 

D. Trusted and Rogue clients 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 10

Which two options are new features that are supported by IGMPv3compared to IGMPv2.(Choose two) 

A. It extends IGMP. which allows for an explicit maximum response time field. 

B. It adds support for source filtering. 

C. Router can now send a group-specific query. 
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D. It adds support for IGMP Leave Message. 

E. It supports the link local address 224.0.0.22. which is the destination IP address for membership reports. 

Correct Answer: BE 

Do not understanding difference between IGMPv2 and v3 | LAN, Switching and Routing | Cisco Support Community
https://supportforums.cisco.com/discussion/10948466/do-not-understanding-difference- between-igmpv2-and-v3 IGMP
Version 3 Cisco http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/ios/12_0s/feature/guide/12s_igmp.html 

Feature Overview Internet Group Management Protocol (IGMP) is a protocol used by IPv4 systems to report IP
multicast memberships to neighboring multicast routers. This feature module introduces support for Version 3 of IGMP.
In previous versions of Cisco IOS software only Version 1 and Version 2 were supported. IGMP Version 3 (IGMPv3)
adds support for "source filtering," which enables a multicast receiver host to signal to a router which groups it wants to
receive multicast traffic from, and from which source(s) this traffic is expected. This membership information enables
Cisco IOS software to forward traffic only from those sources from which receivers requested the traffic. IGMPv3
supports applications that explicitly signal sources from which they want to receive traffic. With IGMPv3, receivers signal
membership to a multicast host group in the following two modes: INCLUDE mode--In this mode, the receiver
announces membership to a host group and provides a list of IP addresses (the INCLUDE list) from which it wants to
receive traffic. EXCLUDE mode--In this mode, the receiver announces membership to a host group and provides a list
of IP addresses (the EXCLUDE list) from which it does not want to receive traffic. This indicates that the host wants to
receive traffic only from other sources whose IP addresses are not listed in the EXCLUDE list. To receive traffic from all
sources, like in the case of the Internet Standard Multicast (ISM) service model, a host expresses EXCLUDE mode
membership with an empty EXCLUDE list. IGMPv3 is the industry-designated standard protocol for hosts to signal
channel subscriptions in Source Specific Multicast (SSM). SSM was introduced in Cisco IOS Release 12.1(3)1, however
SSM support for IGMPv3 was introduced in 12.1 

(5)T. For SSM to rely on IGMPv3; IGMPv3 must be available in last hop routers and host operating system network
stacks, and be used by the applications running on those hosts. In SSM deployment cases where IGMPv3 cannot be
used because it is not supported by the receiver host or the receiver applications, there are two Cisco-developed
transition solutions that enable the immediate deployment of SSM services: URL Rendezvous Directory (URD) and
IGMP Version 3 lite (IGMP v3lite). Both of these features are documented in the Cisco IOS Release 12.0(15)S Source
Specific Multicast with IGMPv3, IGMP vSlite, and URD feature module. 

IGMP Version Description 

IGMPvl Provides the basic query-response mechanism that allows the multicast router to determine which multicast
groups are active and other processes that enable hosts to join and leave a multicast group. RFC 1112 defines the
IGMPvl host extensions for IP multicasting. 

IGMPv2 Extends IGMP. allowing such capabilities as the IGMP leave process, group-specific queries, and an explicit
maximum response time field. IGMPv2 also adds the capability for routers to elect the IGMP querier without
dependence on the multicast protocol to perform this task. RFC 2236 defines IGMPv2. IGMPv3 Provides for source
filtering. which enables a multicast receiver host to signal to a router which groups it wants to receive multicast traffic
from, and from which sources this traffic is expected. In addition, IGMPv3 supports the link local address 

224.0.0.22. which is the destination IP address for IGMPv3 membership reports; all IGMPv3-capable multicast routers
must listen to this address. RFC 3376 defines IGMPv3. 

 

QUESTION 11

You have a HDX deployment that has multiple rogue clients and multiple Wi-Fi interferers that consume an MSE
location license. 

Which two settings must you configure to prevent allocating licenses to the rogue clients and the multiple Wi-Fi
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interferers? (Choose two.) 

A. Load Balancing 

B. Duty Cycle Cutoff Interferers 

C. RSSI Cutoff for Probing Clients 

D. Band Select 

E. Probe Request Forwarding 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

 

QUESTION 12

Which two descriptions of the encoding formats supported by RESTCONF and NETCONF are true? (Choose two.) 

A. RESTCONF supports JSON encoding 

B. RESTCONF supports JSON and XML encoding 

C. NETCONF supports JSON encoding 

D. NETCONF supports JSON and XML encoding 

E. NETCONF supports XML encoding 

F. RESTCONF supports XML encoding 

Correct Answer: BE 
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